STRAGONA EQUESTRIAN CENTER

STRZEGOM OCTOBER FESTIVAL
HORSE ARRIVAL PROTOCOL
ARRIVAL TIME
Tuesday: 14.00-20.00
Wednesday: 7.00-13.00 & 15.00-20.00
Thursday: 7.00-13.00
THERE IS NOT POSSIBILITY TO ARRIVE AT OTHER TIME
Please ensure that you start travel from home with sufficient time
to avoid late arrival !!!

STRAGONA EQUESTRIAN CENTER
Not accepted lorry
Gras Parking

UN LOAD|VET CONTROL

ARRIVAL

Accepted horses
walk to the stables

Horses with temperatur over 38,5⁰
Isolation Area

STABLE AREA

STRAGONA EQUESTRIAN CENTER

DOCUMENTS REQUIRED FOR VET CONTROL
• HORSE PASSPORT
• TRACES CERTIFICATE /ONLY THE HORSES FROM ABROAD/
Please tell the government VET that when he will be preparing needed papers for the horses in computer,
the trace number will be given automatic by the system when the Vet find us as organizer LKS Stragona.
Please make a notice that he need to check if the address is correct: Morawa 36, 58-150 Strzegom.
Sometimes there were situations that they choose wrong address.

• EQUINE HEALTH SELF-CERTIFICATION & TEMPERATURE RECORDING
Horse Health Status Self-declaration including horse rectal temperatures
for the 3 days before arrival to the event, both entered in the FEI HorseApp

STRAGONA EQUESTRIAN CENTER
HORSE ARRIVAL PROCEDURE

Prior to arrival: Athlete/Groom announce their arrival time in advance

On arrival: Check Point - Stable Manager: Stables allocation
All horse passports collected by Stable Manager/stable personnel
(identify all horses from the same truck and keep passports together)

Unloading of horses from the truck, horses placed in allocated stables. Athlete/Groom takes the horse's
temperature in its stable under the surveillance of an FEI Veterinarian assigned by the Veterinary Delegate (VD).
FEI Veterinarian scans the horse's microchip to establish ID (using Bluetooth microchip reader & FEI
HorseApp), checks for any other signs of infectious disease and equine influenza vaccinations (as indicated by
FEI Veterinary Regulations) and records the horse's temperature in the FEI HorseApp.
NO HORSE ALLOWED TO LEAVE ITS STABLE UNTIL A CORRECT TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENT IS RECORDED

STRAGONA EQUESTRIAN CENTER
HORSE ARRIVAL PROCEDURE

38.5C > temperature < 39.0C:
horse on hold: orange sticker on the stable
door - temperature and time noted on
horse's name chart outside stable door

Truck on hold in a holding area,
no unloading of any tack, bedding
or equipment from the truck

Second temperature measurement
at least 1 hour after the first one

36.5C > temperature < 38.5C:
Horse accepted: green sticker on
the stable door & temperature
record sheet provided to the
athlete/groom

Veterinarian's decision to accept
the horse, refuse the horse or do
an extra temperature check one
hour later

Temperature > 39.0C :
Veterinarian's decision to refuse
the horse, which is moved to
isolation overflow stables. Red
sticker & cable tie on the stable
door to block access prior to
disinfection

STRAGONA EQUESTRIAN CENTER
HORSE ARRIVAL PROCEDURE

All in-contact horses that arrived
on the same truck also moved to
isolation overflow stables

All horses in isolation overflow
stables monitored & tested for
infectious disease if deemed
necessary by VD

Unloading of tack & equipment
from the truck & vehicle parked in
the permanent parking area

If temperature does not return to
normal or horse displays clinical
signs, horse remains in isolation
overflow stables or is referred to
other veterinary care. In-contact
horses can only return to the
showground stables if infectious
diseases are ruled out.

SHOW OFFICE: bring FEI Passport & temperature recording sheet,
athlete/groom to sign agreement to respect sanitary (Covid-19) and biosecurity
(EHV-1) measures prior to getting horse's bridle number

If temperature does not return to
normal or horse displays clinical
signs, horse remains in isolation
overflow stables or is referred to
other veterinary care. In-contact
horses can only return to the
showground stables if infectious
diseases are ruled out.

